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LAMPUGA

reddot award 2019
best of the best
Easy to transport. Easy to inflate. Easy to ride.
Life is colorful. Choose one each day.

COLORFUL

Life is colorful. Choose one each day.
PRACTICAL
Plug & Play, Removable battery, Modular Powerbox.
Powerful lithium-ion battery. Rechargeable & durable.
Bluetooth remote control for wireless acceleration.
POWERFUL

Emission free electrical technology.
Keeps operating costs low.
SAFETY

Innovative safety features.
For product endurance and user safety.

- Safe Extra Low Voltage
- Cell Balancing
- Temperature Monitoring
- Overcharge Protection
- Short-Circuit Protection
- Overcurrent Protection
LAMPUGA AIR

SPEED
up to 50 km/h

ENGINE
14 horsepower

BATTERY
up to 45 minutes

CHARGING
~ 120 minutes

WEIGHT
~ 55 kg

TECHTALK

230 cm
25 cm

LAMPUGA AIR

75 cm

All pictures are for illustration. Product details may differ. Technical changes and tolerances reserved.
**SCOPE OF DELIVERY**

What you see is what you get.

Inflatable hull made from robust double layered PVC. The hull is equipped with five handles and a non-slip grip pad center.

Pre-assembled Powerbox with battery compartment and two fin holders. Integrated in the Powerbox is the board motor, jet drive and cooling system.

Hand-held remote control with Bluetooth technology, LED indicator and detachable wristband.

Removable lithium-ion battery with LED display and plug and play technology.

Mountable battery charger with LED indicators and a European power plug.

Battery charging cradle with connecting lead to battery charger.

Removable lithium-ion battery with LED display and plug and play technology.

Mountable battery charger with LED indicators and a European power plug.

Battery charging cradle with connecting lead to battery charger.

Pre-assembled Powerbox with battery compartment and two fin holders. Integrated in the Powerbox is the board motor, jet drive and cooling system.

Hand-held remote control with Bluetooth technology, LED indicator and detachable wristband.

Removable lithium-ion battery with LED display and plug and play technology.

Mountable battery charger with LED indicators and a European power plug.

Battery charging cradle with connecting lead to battery charger.

Inductive remote-control charging station with USB port.

Remote control handle with a robust rope for enhanced control and stability.

Two detachable fins in black with a patented click-in system.

Repair kit for the board’s inflatable hull.

Two detachable fins in black with a patented click-in system.

Robust case containing two fins, Kill Switch and foot leash, remote control with handle and wristband, remote control charging station and pump sprayer.

Manual air-pump with pressure gauge.

Magnetic Kill Switch with foot leash.

Pump sprayer for rinsing of the cooling system after salt water exposure.

Repair kit for the board’s inflatable hull.

Two detachable fins in black with a patented click-in system.

Robust case containing two fins, Kill Switch and foot leash, remote control with handle and wristband, remote control charging station and pump sprayer.

Manual air-pump with pressure gauge.

Magnetic Kill Switch with foot leash.

Pump sprayer for rinsing of the cooling system after salt water exposure.
THE RESCUE

I'm a lifeguard

Your partner in coastal rescue operations.
The Air.